
Whether through natural disaster, equip

ment failure, or human error, disasters 

can occur at any time. Having a plan 

in place to recover your data helps you 

avoid its catastrophic effect on your 

business. There are many benefits to 

having a disaster recovery plan in place 

— some are obvious, some are not:

BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR 
BUSINESS IN DEPTH

• Asset and inventory management can identify all 
of the equipment you have, and extras that may be 
useful for disaster recovery or are no longer needed

• Clearly understand the way your network functions by 
documenting your networked equipment

• Ability to improve your operational processes in 
advance of an exposure

• Cost savings can result from a thorough understanding 
of your IT processes and infrastructure, which could 
determine where expenses could be saved

BUILD CUSTOMER, PARTNER, 
SUPPLIER AND EMPLOYEE 
CONFIDENCE

• Appeals to customers with regulatory compliance 
requirements

• Increases confidence in your company’s ability  
to deliver

• Proves senior management’s commitment to the 
organization to mitigate risks and financial exposures

• Maintains your reputation in the event of an occurrence

BENEFITS TO YOUR BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS

• Minimizes the effect of a disruption

• Aids in compliance and legal obligations

• Reduces the risk of financial loss

• Retains your brand image

• Can offer a competitive advantage 

Developing an IT disaster recovery plan with the 
INNOVEX IT team can help you mitigate your losses, 
and can even benefit your business operations 
beforehand. Contact us today to understand how.

ABOUT INNOVEX

Technology is at the heart of every business organization. 
We are the single source developed to support your 
entire technology infrastructure, from your document 
systems to your servers — our focus is you. 

Whether you use our Technology Products, Managed 
Services, or IT Professional Services, our integrated 
offerings simplify your business’ operations, giving you 
the efficiencies you value. We stay current in technology 
that constantly changes, and are committed to providing 
you service excellence.

A 50-year-old independent, locally-owned company, 
we’re also one of the fastest-growing companies.* We 
are here for you now and will be in the future. 

*Providence Business News’ Book of Lists, 2016
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